WebData Control Datasheet
The Problem

The Solution

As users browse the internet, data is
being downloaded to their local machine.
This browser data is required to allow the
browser to work effectively. However, some
of this browser data is collated by third
parties who are using it to send targeted
advertisements and track user behaviour.
Web data is now being recognised as an
issue within enterprise environments
which impacts user experience and
increases infrastructure costs.

Avanite’s WebData Control is the only
software which fully addresses the
issue of browser data in enterprise
environments.
You can granularly
define what data is kept and what data
will be removed ensuring only data
essential to your business is retained.
This vastly reduces the amount of
unnecessary data being accumulated
in your environment.

Faster Login Times

Reduced Infrastructure

Profile bloat has always been an issue for
environments with roaming users, the larger
the user’s profile the longer it will take for a
user to logon. Browser data can add 100s of
megabytes to a user’s profile a large portion of
which is not essential for the browser to work.
By implementing WebData Control enterprise
businesses on average see a 60% improvement
on their user logon times.

Every browser generates a large amount of
data for the browser to function, this data
needs to be stored. This data increases the
infrastructure storage costs and the volume
of traffic across your network as your users
logon and logoff their machines. WebData
Control reduces the storage requirements for
each browser and therefore reduces volume of
traffic across your network.

Complete Cookie Management

Multiple Browser Support

Currently enterprise environments have an
all or nothing approach to managing internet
cookies, you either capture and manage all
browser generated cookies or nothing at all.
This gives administrators a problem as they
cannot keep only the critical cookies that
their users need. WebData Control is the only
solution available today that provides complete
administrative control over internet cookies.
You can granularly define which cookies are to
be retained and which are to be removed.

Certain websites require explicit features that
are not available on all internet browsers.
Therefore, enterprise environments need to
support these multiple browsers. WebData
Control can manage browser data across all the
common internet browsers including: Internet
Explorer, Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome and
Mozilla Firefox.

To arrange a demo or to find out more about Avanite’s WebData Control, please visit www.avanite.com,
or contact us at info@avanite.com or telephone +44 (0) 1925 909650.

